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The Office of Culture of Consell de Formentera is pleased to report that at 5.00pm, next
Thursday 9 March, Laura Mandarina will perform "Cuentos desenvueltos", the second
instalment of a storytelling series organised jointly with La Panera Vermella, at the Reading
Spot (Punt de Lectura) in the Espai Cultural de Sant Ferran. This event is geared toward
children aged 3 to 12.

  

The books that make up the educational part of "Cuentos desenvueltos" have been chosen for
their significance in the lives of children, copies sold and psychological and emotional
characteristics, physical attributes and roles of characters, as well as symbolism promoting
gender equality, as the author explains.

  

Some of the titles mentioned are: "El príncipe Serafín" by Raquel Diez, "Yo voy Conmigo" by
Raquel Díaz Reguera, "Las princesas también se echan pedos" by Illan Brennann and "Daniela
Pirata" by Susana Isern Gómez. The common thread of the session is children's participatory
comical magic, namely, through various magic tricks in which children will participate, the titles
of the stories that will be told afterwards will appear.

  

The second storyteller in the series is Laura Muñoz, an actress who graduated from the Buenos
Aires' Dramatic Art Conservatory in 1996.  She participated in several plays in the Argentine
capital and, in 2002, travelled to Spain, where in 2005 she founded her own theatre company
called MundoMandarina, where she creates, produces and performs her own shows. She has
also collaborated with the "Clowns in rebellion" and "Clowns without borders" expeditions.
Currently, she writes stories and teaches storytelling, magic, clown and laughter therapy
workshops.
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